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Distributed demand-side contingency-service
provisioning while minimizing consumer disutility

through local frequency measurements and
inter-load communication

Jonathan Brooks and Prabir Barooah

Abstract— We consider the problem of smart and flexible
loads providing contingency reserves to the electric grid and
provide a Distributed Gradient Projection (DGP) algorithm to
minimize loads’ disutility while providing contingency services.
Each load uses locally obtained grid-frequency measurements
and inter-load communication to coordinate their actions, and
the privacy of each load is preserved: only gradient information
is exchanged—not disutility or consumption information. We
provide a proof of convergence of the proposed DGP algorithm,
and we compare its performance through simulations to that
of a “dual algorithm” previously proposed in the literature
that solved the dual optimization problem. The DGP algorithm
solves the primal problem. Its main advantage over the dual
algorithm is that it is applicable to convex—but not necessarily
strictly convex—consumer disutility functions, such as a model
of consumer behavior that is insensitive to small changes in
consumption, while the dual algorithm is not. Simulations show
the DGP algorithm aids in arresting grid-frequency deviations in
response to contingency events and performs better or similarly
to the dual algorithm in cases where the two can be compared.

I. INTRODUCTION

For stable and reliable operation of the power grid, genera-
tion must match consumption at all timescales [9]. Tradition-
ally, this is achieved through controllable generators that adjust
their outputs to track consumption. These services provided by
generators are called ancillary services. With the increasing
penetration of volatile renewable energies into the power grid,
more resources are required to provide these ancillary services.
One form of ancillary services is contingency reserves, which
are used to restore the consumption-generation balance after
a sudden change (e.g., a large generator going off-line). Con-
ventional fossil-fuel generators are often operated at part-load
in order to provide spinning reserves (fast-acting contingency
reserves). However, rapidly ramping and operating at part-
load can result in increased emission rates due to inefficient
operation [12]. Part-loading requires additional generators to
supply the needs of the grid as well. Building additional fossil-
fuel generators to mitigate renewable volatility will reduce the
environmental benefits of the renewable energies.

It has been recognized in recent years that an attractive alter-
native exists: loads can be used to provide spinning reserves by
changing their consumption without increasing emissions [16],
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[23]. Due to the size of the grid, centralized solutions to the
load control problem are not practical. A distributed solution
is more attractive and is possible by utilizing the cyber-
physical nature of the electric grid whereby “information
can be transmitted through actuation and sensing” [1]. In
particular, loads can provide primary control by using local
frequency measurements [20], [15]. The value of information
contained in frequency measurements has been recognized
much earlier [21]. Recent work in this vein includes [17],
[22] in which loads are turned on or off based on frequency
measurements. Information from frequency measurements al-
lows solutions not generally considered in the literature of
distributed optimization (e.g., [19], [28], [29]).

Any changes in consumption to help the grid, however,
may incur some cost or disutility for the consumer—such
as deviation of the indoor temperature from a comfortable
range. Thus, there is a need to balance the two—service to the
grid and cost to the consumer. In this paper, we consider the
problem of designing decision-making algorithms that provide
spinning reserves through control of loads while striking this
balance.

In this paper, we adopt the problem formulation from [27]:
minimize total consumer disutility while returning the
consumption-generation mismatch in the grid to zero after
a sudden change in generation. The consumption-generation
mismatch is estimated by each load from noisy local frequency
measurements using a state estimator. The algorithm in [27]
is based on solving the dual optimization problem, and we
refer to it as the “dual algorithm”. The dual variable, which
is constant across the grid, is iteratively estimated using
consensus averaging through inter-node communication.

The dual algorithm proposed in [27] requires the consumers’
disutilities to be strictly convex functions of changes in con-
sumption. Quantifying consumers’ disutility in response to
consumption changes is challenging, and work in this area
is limited. In [7], an exponential function is used to model
disutility, while [26] proposes a dynamic disutility model. A
study of an industrial aluminum-smelting plant suggests that
there may be no disutility for several hours when changing
consumption within some threshold of a nominal value, but
there is significant disutility if consumption is varied too much
or for too long [25]. Likewise, [13] showed that consumption
in commercial air-conditioning loads can be varied to provide
ancillary services without any disutility (adverse effect on
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indoor climate) as long as the changes in consumption are
small in amplitude and bandwidth-limited. Based on these
studies, we hypothesize that an appropriate model of disutility
for many consumers is like the function, f1, shown in Figure 1.
The disutility is zero for small changes in consumption but
non-zero disutility for larger changes. Such a consumer’s disu-
tility is modeled by a convex—not strictly convex—function
of consumption change.
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Fig. 1. Two distinct models of consumer disutility.

This work is an extension of our prior work [3], where
we proposed a method to solve the primal problem in a
distributed manner while preserving privacy, which we called
the Distributed Gradient Projection (DGP) algorithm. The
main advantage of the DGP algorithm over the dual algorithm
of [27] is that the DGP algorithm is applicable to disutility
functions that are convex but not necessarily strictly convex.
The dual algorithm in [27] required a strictly convex disutility
function because the inverse image of the function’s gradient
is used in the computation, but the inverse image does not
exist if there is a flat region in the disutility function (such as
in f1 in Figure 1).

This paper makes several contributions over our preliminary
work [3], in which the convergence proof was limited to the
case where there are no upper and lower bounds on how
much a load can change its consumption. That scenario is
unrealistic and was adopted for tractability of analysis. In this
work, we remove this assumption and prove convergence in the
almost-sure sense as well as global asymptotic stability. The
analysis of convergence in a bounded domain is substantially
more involved because of the discontinuous nature of the
resulting dynamics. The analysis uses the o.d.e. method of
stochastic approximation [2], [11]. Connection to the so called
Skorokhod problem helps resolve existence and uniqueness
issues of the resulting o.d.e, but proving convergence to the
desired set—solutions to the optimization problem—required
novel analysis. We also present an example of when the
algorithm does not converge—when the assumption of strict
feasibility of the optimal solutions is violated, showing that the
convergence result obtained here is the strongest one possible
for the DGP algorithm.

Simulations indicate that the DGP algorithm is effective

in reducing frequency excursions following step changes in
generation. Simulation comparisons, in those scenarios where
comparison is possible, show that the proposed DGP algorithm
performs better than or comparably to the dual algorithm
of [27]. On the other hand, our analysis is limited to time-
invariant communication, whereas convergence for the dual
algorithm was proved to hold even for time-varying commu-
nication [27].

This paper is organized as follows. Section II formally
defines the problem that we solve. In Section III, we describe
the DGP algorithm. We present the convergence result in Sec-
tion IV and proofs in Section IV-A. Simulations are described
in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this work and
discusses avenues for future extensions.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

As in [27], we consider an electric grid with a single
frequency throughout the grid, whose nominal value is denoted
by ω∗, such as in a microgrid. There are n controllable loads.
The deviation of load i’s consumption from its nominal value
is denoted by xi and incurs a disutility, fi(xi). The deviation
must lie in Ωi , [x

¯ i
, x̄i], specified a-priori.

Let ∆g be the generation deviation from the nominal value.
The problem is for the loads to decide how much to change
their own consumption so that the consumption-generation
mismatch is diminished while the resulting total disutility of
the loads is minimized:

min
xi, i=1,...,n

n∑
i=1

fi(xi), s. t.

n∑
i=1

xi = ∆g, xi ∈ Ωi, (1)

Load i can obtain a noisy measurement of the grid frequency
and can use it to make a decision on xi. In addition, the
computation of the decision variables, xi, must be distributed
in the following sense. There is a communication graph,
G = (V, E), where the node set, V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, is simply
the loads and the edge set, E ⊂ V × V , specified a-priori,
determines which pairs of loads can exchange information.
The set of neighbors of load i, with which it can exchange
information, is defined by Ni , { j | (i, j) ∈ E}, and we
denote ni , |Ni| as the number of neighbors of load i. The
frequency measurements are essential since every load can
use them to estimate the equality-constraint violation, u ,
∆g −

∑n
i=1 xi. How this is done is described in Section III-

A.
Although Problem (1) does not include time, the proposed

algorithm is an iterative approach, so time does play a role.
The reason for this is twofold: i) due to the limited information
available to the loads, they are unable to find the solution in
just one step, so they move “toward” the solution and then
re-evaluate at the new location ii) due to generator dynamics,
the frequency, ω, is dependent on the loads, so as the loads
change in time, so does the frequency, which the loads can
then use for feedback control. Time is measured by a discrete
iteration counter: k = 0, 1, . . . . The generation at time k is
denoted by g[k] so that the generation change from nominal
is ∆g[k] , g[k] − g∗, where g∗ is the nominal generation.
We assume that, at k = 0, total load and total generation are
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equal, and we limit ourselves to step changes in generation.
That is, ∆g[k] = 0 for k < K for some K, and ∆g[k] = ḡ
for k ≥ K, where ḡ is the size of the step change.

III. DISTRIBUTED GRADIENT PROJECTION (DGP)
ALGORITHM

To describe the algorithm, we define the consumption-
generation mismatch at iteration k:

u[k] , ∆g[k]−
n∑

i=1

xi[k] = ∆g[k]− 1Tx[k], (2)

where x[k] , [x1[k], . . . , xn[]T and 1 ∈ Rn is a vector of
all ones. The frequency deviation from its nominal value is
denoted by ∆ω[k] , ω[k]−ω∗. Neither

∑n
i=1 xi[k] nor ∆g[k]

is known to any of the loads. However, load i can obtain a
noisy measurement, ∆ω̃i[k], of the frequency deviation. It uses
this measurement to estimate the mismatch, which is denoted
by ûi[k],

The update law of the DGP algorithm comprises of 3
main operations: (i) a generation-matching step, (ii) a gradient
descent step, and (iii) a projection step. The first step uses
the estimated mismatch, ûi[k], to compute a consumption
change that will reduce the mismatch. For the second step,
pure gradient descent, though possible, will violate the equality
constraint (consumption-generation matching). Therefore the
gradient descent step is designed to be orthogonal to the
generation-matching step; i.e., it does not change the total
consumption. The updates computed by the first two steps
are added, and their sum is then projected onto Ωi to respect
the upper and lower bounds on consumption change.

The update law of the DGP algorithm at load i at time k is
summarized below:

DGP Algorithm:
1) Obtain an estimate of ui[k] (call it ûi[k]) from the

measurement, ∆ω̃i[k], using a state estimator (described
in Section III-A).

2) Compute gradient d
dxi

fi(xi[k]), transmit gradient value
to neighbors, receive neighbors’ gradient values, and
compute

∆xi[k] := −ni∇fi(xi[k]) +
∑
j∈Ni

∇fj(xj [k]). (3)

3) Update load change as xi[k + 1] = PΩi

[
xi[k] +

α[k]∆xi[k] + γ[k]ûi[k]
]
, where PΩi

[·] denotes the stan-
dard projection operator and α[k], γ[k]’s are step sizes.

Note that loads only exchange gradient information, so each
load’s disutility and consumption information remain private
and are not shared with other loads.

A. Estimation of consumption-generation mismatch using fre-
quency measurements

We borrow the estimation method proposed in [27] for
estimating u, although it is possible to use any estimator in the
DGP algorithm. The power grid is modeled as a discrete-time
LTI system with consumption-generation mismatch, u[k], as

the input and frequency deviation from nominal, ∆ω[k], as the
output. At each time k, load i obtains the noisy measurement,
∆ω̃i[k], to estimate the state of the plant by using the estimator
in [10], which was developed for estimating the state of a
system with an unknown input. Once the state estimate is
obtained, each load estimates the unknown input by effectively
assuming that the most recent output is error-free and then
solving for the previous input from the state equations.

We denote the estimation error at time k by

ε[k] , û[k]− u[k]1, (4)

where û[k] is the column vector of ûi[k]’s. Define the σ-
algebra, F [k − 1] := σ(εi[` − 1] | i ∈ V; 1 ≤ ` ≤ k). It
was shown in [10] that

E
[
εi[k]|F [k − 1]

]
= 0. (5)

The following proposition is reproduced from [27].

Proposition 1 ([27]). Let A, B, and C denote the process,
input, and output matrices of the state-space model of the
power grid used in the state estimator described in [10],
and let IA be an identity matrix the size of A. If every
eigenvalue of (IA−B(CB)−1C)A lies within the unit circle,
then lim

k→∞
E[(εi[k])2|F [k − 1]

]
exists.

The following corollary is a straightforward consequence
of (5) and Proposition 1 based on the definition of a
martingale-difference sequence.

Corollary 1. If the condition for Proposition 1 holds, then (5)
and Proposition 1 imply that the estimation error sequence,
ε[k], is a martingale-difference sequence.

IV. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS

We make the following assumptions for our analysis.

Assumption 1. (Assumptions on disutility).
1) fi(xi) is convex for each i with a (not necessarily

unique) minimum at xi = 0.
2) fi(xi) is coercive for each i; i.e., {xi|fi(xi) ≤ F} is

compact for every F ≥ 0 for each i.
3) fi(xi) is continuously differentiable for each i.
4) ∇fi(xi) is Lipschitz for each i.

Assumption 2. (Geometric assumptions).
1) The domain, Ω, is compact.
2) The communication graph, G, is connected.
3) The disturbance is a constant: ∆g[k] ≡ ḡ for all k ≥ 0.

Assumption 3. (Technical assumptions).
1) α[k] = cγ[k] for some positive constant c.
2) The function, γ[k] → 0, satisfies

∑∞
k=0 γ[k] = ∞ and∑∞

k=0(γ[k])2 <∞.
3) The estimation error sequence, ε[k], is a martingale-

difference sequence.

Assumption 1 is readily satisfied because the disutility
functions are a modeling choice. Assumption 2(1) is always
met in practice since a load cannot change its demand outside
its maximum rated power and 0. Assumption 2(3) means that
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we only consider a step-change in generation, which is a
good approximation of a contingency event. Assumptions 3(1-
2) are satisfied by choosing α[k] and γ[k] appropriately.
Assumptions 3(2-3) are standard in the field of stochastic
approximation [2]. Note that Assumption 3(3) holds in this
work due to Proposition 1.

The main convergence result is the following.

Theorem 1. If Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 hold and all solutions
to Problem (1) are strictly feasible, x[k] converges to a
solution to Problem (1), almost surely (a.s.).

The proof of this result relies on the so called o.d.e. method
of stochastic approximation, which establishes a rigorous
connection between noisy discrete iterations and a continuous-
time o.d.e. [2], [11], stated next.

Proposition 2 (Theorem 2.1 (Chapter 5) in [11]). Consider
the sequence {y[k]} generated by the iteration

y[k + 1] = PΩ

[
y[k] + γ[k]

(
h(y[k]) + ε[k]

)]
,

where PΩ is the projection operator onto Ω, h(y) : Rn → Rn

is Lipschitz, and {ε[k]} is a martingale-difference sequence.
If γ[k] satisfies Assumption 3(2) then y[k] converges a.s. to
some limit set of the o.d.e.,

ẏ(t) = ΓΩ,y(t)[h(y(t))],

where ΓΩ,y(t)[·] denotes the continuous-time projection op-
erator of y(t) ∈ Rn onto Ω. That is, the ith component of
ΓΩ,y [z] is

(
ΓΩ,y [z]

)
i

=

 0; yi = min Ωi, zi < 0
0; yi = max Ωi, zi > 0
zi; o.w.

By using (4) and Assumption 3, the update law of the DGP
algorithm can be written as

xi[k + 1] = PΩi

[
xi[k]

+ γ[k]
(
c
∑
j∈Ni

(
∇fj(xj [k])−∇fi(xi[k])

)
+ u[k] + εi[k]

)]
,

(6)

or compactly,

x[k + 1] = PΩ

[
x[k]

+ γ[k](−cL∇f(x[k])T + u[k]1 + ε[k])
]
,
(7)

where ∇f(x) is the gradient of f(x) :=
∑n

i=1 fi(xi) and
L ∈ Rn×n is the graph Laplacian of G [6]: Lii = ni (number
of neighbors of node i), and for j 6= i, Lij = −1 if j ∈
Ni, Lij = 0 if j /∈ Ni. By Proposition 2, the iterates, x[k],
converge a.s. to a limit set of the o.d.e.,

ẋ(t) = ΓΩ,x(t)[−cL∇f(x(t))T + u(t)1], (8)

u(t) := ḡ − 1Tx(t) (9)

The task is to prove that the trajectories of o.d.e. (8) converge
to the set of solutions to Problem (1), which we denote by X∗.
Because of the convexity, x∗ ∈ X∗ if and only if it satisfies the
first-order necessary conditions of optimality [14]. We denote
the boundary of Ω by ∂Ω, and we denote the interior of Ω
by Ωo. Because of the hypothesis about strict feasibility in
Theorem 1, only the equality constraint is active, which is
also regular, and thus it is straightforward to verify that

X∗ = {x ∈ Ωo | 1Tx = ḡ, ∇fi(xi) = ∇fj(xj), ∀i, j ∈ V}.
(10)

Because each fi is convex, each gradient ∇fi(xi) is nonde-
creasing, and the optimal set, X∗, is connected. It follows
that the gradient, ∇f(x), at any optimal point x∗ ∈ X∗

is unique, which can be seen via contradiction. Suppose
x∗1,x

∗
2 ∈ X∗ with ‖∇f(x∗1)‖ < ‖∇f(x∗2)‖. Then f(x∗1) <

f(x∗2) by convexity, so x∗2 is not optimal—a contradiction.
Therefore, ∇f(x∗) is unique for all x∗ ∈ X∗. We denote the
corresponding scalar by ∇f∗:

∇f∗ , ∇fi(xi), where x ∈ X∗ and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. (11)

The constant,∇f∗, is called the optimal gradient in the sequel.
Since all limit sets of o.d.e (8) are contained within its ω-

limit set, which we call ωL, it suffices to show that the optimal
set, X∗, contains the ω-limit set: ωL ⊆ X∗. Theorem 1 then
follows immediately by Proposition 2.

In many applications of the o.d.e. method, the main hurdle
in analyzing convergence is to establish boundedness of the
iterates, x[k] [2]. In our case, presence of the projection
step guarantees boundedness trivially. However, this projection
makes the limit sets of the o.d.e. difficult to characterize due to
the discontinuous nature of projected dynamical systems [18].
In fact, existence and uniqueness of a solution to (8) needs
to be established first. Because the right-hand side of (8) is
discontinuous, existence of classical solutions to the o.d.e. (i.e.,
solutions that are continuously differentiable) is not guaran-
teed. For discontinuous dynamics, the notions of Caratheodory
and Filippov solutions are used. Caratheodory solutions are
essentially a generalization of classical solutions that are abso-
lutely continuous and differentiable almost everywhere, while
Filippov solutions are absolutely continuous maps that satisfy
a differential inclusion almost everywhere [5]. When dealing
with Filippov solutions, the way in which the differential
inclusion is defined plays a crucial role in both existence and
uniqueness. This can further complicate the analysis.

The o.d.e. (8) is closely related to the so called Skorokhod
problem, which deals with stochastic differential equations
with boundaries [24]. The connection with the Skorokhod
problem and ours is useful; known results on the Skorokhod
problem provide guarantees of not only existence but also
uniqueness of Caratheodory solutions to o.d.e. (8) [18]. For
completeness, the relevant result from [18] is presented below.

Proposition 3 (Theorem 2.5 in [18]). Let h(·) be Lipschitz
continuous and

ẋ(t) = ΓΩ,x(t)

[
h(x(t))

]
, (12)

where Γ is the projection defined in Proposition 2 and
Ω is compact. For any x(0) ∈ Ω, there exists a unique
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Caratheodory solution, x(t), to (12) starting from x(0).
Furthermore, x(t) is continuous with respect to the initial
condition, x(0).

The second challenge is analyzing limiting behavior of the
o.d.e. The trajectory may “evolve[] along a ’section’ of [∂Ω]....
At a later time the solution may re-enter [Ω0], or it may
enter a lower[-]dimensional part of [∂Ω].” [18]. The trajectory
may go on doing so without ever converging to a limit set
with tractable structure. This is a severe hurdle in analyzing
dynamical systems evolving in a bounded region, where the
boundedness is enforced through a projection operator. In [18],
this hurdle was sidestepped by assuming that the ω-limit set
is contained in the set of fixed points. That is equivalent to
assuming that complicated limit sets such as limit cycles do not
arise. The reference [2] also mentions that, in presence of the
projection operator onto domains with non-smooth boundaries
(such as in our case), existence of an o.d.e. limit of the
discrete-time algorithm may be a non-trivial issue. The classic
reference [11] on stochastic approximation and o.d.e. methods
mentions that basic results on convergence to a limit set (such
as Proposition 2) is rarely useful since the limit set can be
the whole of the bounded domain in which the o.d.e. evolves.
This was also the main argument in [18] that is mentioned
above. Only in the special case when the right-hand side of
the o.d.e. is a gradient-descent system can convergence to a
set of fixed points be established [11]. However, (8) is not a
gradient-descent system.

Our main convergence result, Theorem 1, is obtained with-
out making the strong assumptions that are typical, such as
assuming that no limit cycles exist. The structure of the
Laplacian matrix plays an important role in the proofs of the
main theorem and the technical results needed for the theorem
proof. A key technical result is that the equality constraint is
eventually satisfied, which is stated in the next lemma.

Lemma 1. If Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 hold and all solutions
to Problem (1) are strictly feasible, u(t) → 0, where u(t) is
defined in (9) and x(t)—in the definition of u(t)—is governed
by o.d.e. (8).

A similar result was obtained in [4]. However, the analysis
in that work uses a penalty method in place of projection.
Consequently, the result of Lemma 1 is obtained immediately.
In our case, where we retain the projection operation, the proof
of Lemma 1 is not as straightforward. We provide our proof
of the lemma in Section IV-A. We are now ready to prove
Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1: Recall the discussion after Proposition 2:
we must prove that the trajectories of o.d.e. (8) converge to
the set, X∗. By Proposition 3, the solution to o.d.e. (8) is
continuous with respect to the initial condition, so ωL is an
invariant set [8]. Our goal is to use this invariance property
to characterize ωL and show that ωL ⊆ X∗. For convenience,
we write the ith element of (8) below:

ẋi(t) = ΓΩi,xi(t)

[
c
∑
j∈Ni

(
∇fj(xj(t))−∇fi(xi(t))

)
+ u(t)

]
.

(13)

By Lemma 1, x(t)→ {x ∈ Ω | 1Tx = ḡ} =: U ; this implies
that all limit sets are contained within U . Because the ω-limit
set is the union of all limit points, we have ωL ⊆ U . Let

∇f(t) , min
i
∇fi(xi(t)). (14)

Imagine a trajectory starting in ωL: x(0) ∈ ωL ⊆ U ,
which implies x(t) ∈ U for all t by invariance of ωL.
Since u(t) ≡ 0 for this trajectory, o.d.e. (8) reduces to
ẋ(t) = ΓΩ,x(t)

[
− cL∇f(x(t))T

]
. That is, for every i ∈ V ,

ẋi(t) is the average of its neighbors’ gradients at t, which
shows that ẋr(t) ≥ 0, where r(t) := arg mini∇fi(xi(t)).
Therefore, ∇f(t) = ∇fr(t)(xr(t)(t)) is nondecreasing by
convexity. (Note that this does not require uniqueness of r(t),
so when two gradients are both minimal, both are nonde-
creasing.) Because ∇f(t) is bounded as well, which comes
from boundedness of the domain, Ω, ∇f(t) converges. Denote
the limit by F so that trajectories starting in ωL converge to
F := {x ∈ Ω | mini∇fi(xi) = F ; 1Tx = ḡ} ⊆ ωL ⊆ U .
Therefore, for any x(0) ∈ ωL, x(t)→ F .

We now show that x(t) → F for any x(0) ∈ Ω. Suppose
we have some trajectory, x(t) with x(0) = xo ∈ Ω. From
the definition of the ω-limit set, there exists a point, y ∈ ωL,
and a sequence, t0, t1, . . . with tn → ∞ as n → ∞, such
that x(tn) → y as n → ∞. Let xn(t) := x(tn + t) for
every t so that xn(0) = x(tn). Let xωL

be a trajectory
that starts from y: xωL

(0) = y ∈ ωL. By construction
limn→∞ xn(0) = y = xωL

(0). Therefore, for any T ∈
[0,∞), xn(T ) → xωL(T ) as n → ∞ by continuity of
x(t) with respect to x(0) (see Proposition 3). Now, we have
limn→∞ x(tn +T ) = limn→∞ xn(T ) = xωL

(T ). This is true
for any T ≥ 0, so we may take the limit as T →∞ to obtain
x(t) → F because xωL

(T ) → F as T → ∞. Therefore,
x(t)→ F for any x(0) ∈ Ω, so ωL ⊆ F . Since F ⊆ ωL also,
we have F = ωL. Therefore, F is invariant by invariance of
ωL.

Next, we show that F is invariant only if F = ∇f∗.
Consider again a trajectory starting in F : x(t0) ∈ F for
some t0. If ∇fi(xi(t0)) = F for every i ∈ V , then the
first-order necessary conditions for optimality are satisfied,
so F = ∇f∗, and F = X∗, and the proof is complete.
Suppose there exists an ` ∈ V such that ∇f`(x`(t0)) > F .
Let q := arg mini∇fi(xi(t0)); then ẋq(t0) ≥ 0 with equality
if and only if ∇fj(xj(t0)) = F for all j ∈ Nq , in which
case q is not unique. Denote the different choices for q by
qi, i ∈ V . Because ∇f`(x`(t0)) > F and the graph G is
connected, ẋqj (t0) > ε for some qj and some ε > 0. It follows
that there exists some t1 > t0 such that ∇fqj (xqj (t1)) > F .
Note that u(t) = 0 implies ∇fqj (xqj (t)) > F for all t ≥ t1;
this is because ẋqj (t)→ R≥0 as∇fqj (xqj (t))→ F (see (13)).
Hence, ẋqi(t1) > δ for some qi ∈ Nqj and some δ > 0. By
continuing this argument, we see that eventually there exists
some t2 > t0 such that ∇f(t2) > F ; that is, when the gradient
of one qj increases, that causes the gradient of all qi ∈ Nqj

to eventually increase, and so on. However, ∇f(t2) > F
implies x(t2) /∈ F , so F is not invariant—a contradiction.
Therefore, if x(t0) ∈ F , there exists no ` ∈ V such that
∇f`(x`(t0)) > F . Hence, ∇fi(xi(t0)) = F for all i ∈ V ,
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which satisfies the optimality conditions, so F = ∇f∗, and
ωL = F = X∗, which completes the proof. �

The following lemma shows that the optimal solution set,
X∗, is not only globally attractive, but also globally asymp-
totically stable. The notion of stability of an invariant set used
here is the one from [8].

Lemma 2. Let the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Then the
optimal set, X∗, is globally asymptotically stable.

The proof of this lemma is provided in Section IV-A.

Comment on strict feasibility: The assumption of strict
feasibility of all solutions to Problem 1 is necessary for the
convergence of the DGP algorithm to hold. If X∗ is not
strictly feasible, then the DGP algorithm is not guaranteed to
converge to X∗; in fact it may converge to non-optimal points.
This may be seen through the following 2D counterexample.
Let x ∈ R2, ḡ = 1, f1(x1) = (x1)2, f2(x2) = (x2)2,
Ω = [0, 1/4] × [0, 1], and c = 1. G consists of the two
nodes and one edge connecting them. The constraint, u = 0, is
satisfied on the line x1 +x2 = 1. It is straightforward to verify
that x∗ = [1/4, 3/4]T is the unique solution to Problem (1),
but x∗ is not strictly feasible since it lies on the boundary of
Ω. Now, from (8),

ẋ2(t)|x∗ = ΓΩ2,x2(t)[−2x2(t) + 2x1(t) + u(t)]|x∗

= ΓΩ2,0.75[−2 · 0.75 + 2 · 0.25 + 0]

= −1,

which shows that [1/4, 3/4]T is not an equilibrium point of
o.d.e. (8). Therefore, the DGP algorithm is not guaranteed to
converge to X∗. It can also be shown that for this example
[1/4, 5/12]T is an equilibrium point of o.d.e. (8) and that it
is attractive, but [1/4, 5/12]T is not a solution to Problem
(1). Therefore, from Proposition 2, the iterates will converge
almost surely to a non-optimal point.

A. Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1: First, we introduce a few definitions.
Define the projection-less derivative at time t for load i, ṗi(t),
such that ẋi(t) = ΓΩi,xi(t)[ṗi(t)]. That is,

ṗi(t) , c
∑
j∈Ni

(
∇fj(xj(t))−∇fi(xi(t))

)
+ u(t). (15)

Let

X∗i := {m ∈ R | ∃x ∈ X∗ s. t. xi = m}. (16)

Figure 2 shows an illustration for a 2-D case. Note that xi ∈
X∗i for all i does not imply x ∈ X∗ because it may not
satisfy the equality constraint, 1Tx = ḡ. However, the sets,
X∗i , satisfy a property that is useful in the proofs: if x ∈
X∗1 ×X∗2 × . . . X∗n, then ∇fi(xi) = ∇f∗ for every i; where
∇f∗ is the optimal gradient; see (11). It should be noted,
however, that the converse is true only if fi is strictly convex.

x1

x2

U
X*

X1*

X2*

Ω

Fig. 2. An illustration of the relevant sets for a 2-D case. The equality
constraint is satisfied on the line segment, which is the set U . The thick
sub-segment is the optimal solution set, X∗.

For this reason, we shall call X∗i the critical gradient set of
load i. Let us define the collections of loads,

A(t) := {i ∈ V|xi(t) > X∗i },
B(t) := {i ∈ V|xi(t) < X∗i },
M(t) := {i ∈ V|xi(t) ∈ X∗i },

(17)

At t, A(t) is the set of loads above their critical gradient sets,
B(t) is the set of loads below their critical gradient sets, and
M(t) is the set of loads at their critical gradient sets. By
definition, A(t), B(t), andM(t) are mutually disjoint. Define
also a(t) := |A(t)| and b(t) := |B(t)|; note that a(t) + b(t) ≤
n for all t. Additionally, let

S(t) := {i ∈ V|ṗi(t) 6= ẋi(t)},
SA(t) := {i ∈ A|ṗi(t) > 0 = ẋi(t)} ⊂ S(t),

SB(t) := {i ∈ B|ṗi(t) < 0 = ẋi(t)} ⊂ S(t).

(18)

That is, S(t) is the set of loads for which the projection
operation is currently active, SA(t) is the set of loads in A(t)
currently constrained at their upper bounds due to projection,
and SB(t) is the set of loads in B(t) constrained at their lower
bounds due to projection. Recall that Ωo is the interior of
Ω, and note that X∗i ⊂ Ωo

i because X∗ ⊂ Ωo; therefore,
projection does not affect loads in M(t). It follows that
S(t) = SA(t) ∪ SB(t). Likewise, we have SA(t) ⊂ A(t) and
SB(t) ⊂ B(t). Now, we may observe

u̇(t) = −1T ẋ(t)

= −1T ṗ(t) +
∑

i∈S(t)

ṗi(t)

= −nu(t) +
∑

i∈SA(t)

ṗi(t) +
∑

i∈SB(t)

ṗi(t),

(19)

where the final equality follows from S(t) = SA(t) ∪ SB(t).
Let the function, yi : R → R≥0, i = 1, . . . , n, and the

function, y : Rn → R≥0, be defined as

yi(m) , inf
r
{|m− r| : r ∈ X∗i }, i ∈ V,

y(x) ,
∑
i∈V

yi(xi).
(20)
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At time t, yi(xi(t)) is the Euclidean distance between the
component, xi(t), and the critical gradient set, X∗i , and y(t)
is the total distance of all loads from their respective critical
gradient sets. For the sake of compactness, we will write
yi(t) and y(t) in place of yi(xi(t)) and y(x(t)) in the sequel.
Next, we more closely examine the term, −L∇f(x(t)), in (8).
Without loss of generality, let ∇f1(x1(t)) ≤ ∇f2(x2(t)) ≤
. . . ≤ ∇fn(xn(t)).

CB(t) , c
∑

i∈B(t)

∑
j∈Ni

(
∇fj(xj(t))−∇fi(xi(t))

)
= c

b(t)∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

(
∇fj(xj(t))−∇fi(xi(t))

)
.

(21)

For i = 1, every term in (21) is nonnegative. Suppose 1 /∈
N2; then for i = 2, every term in (21) is nonnegative. Now
suppose 1 ∈ N2; then 2 ∈ N1, and the respective terms in (21)
cancel for i = 1, j = 2 and i = 2, j = 1. Therefore, the terms
of (21) for i = 1, 2 are nonnegative regardless of whether 1
and 2 are neighbors. This argument may be continued for all
i ∈ B(t). It follows that CB(t) ≥ 0.

We may define a similar sum over A(t):

CA(t) , c
∑

i∈A(t)

∑
j∈Ni

(
∇fj(xj(t))−∇fi(xi(t))

)
. (22)

By the same argument as above, we may show that CA(t) ≤ 0.
Combining (15) and (21), we can see that the total change

in consumption for loads in B(t) without projection is∑
i∈B(t)

ṗi(t) = CB(t) + b(t)u(t).

Similarly from (15) and (22), the total change in consumption
for loads in A(t) without projection is∑

i∈A(t)

ṗi(t) = CA(t) + a(t)u(t).

Note that∑
i∈B(t)

ẋ(t) =
∑

i∈B(t)

(
ṗi(t)

)
−

∑
i∈SB(t)

(
ṗi(t)

)
= CB(t) + b(t)u(t)−

∑
i∈SB(t)

ṗi(t)

and ∑
i∈A(t)

ẋ(t) =
∑

i∈A(t)

(
ṗi(t)

)
−

∑
i∈SA(t)

(
ṗi(t)

)
= CA(t) + a(t)u(t)−

∑
i∈SA(t)

ṗi(t).

Because x(t) is a Caratheodory solution (see Proposition 3), it
is absolutely continuous and differentiable almost everywhere.
It follows that y(t) is absolutely continuous and differentiable

almost everywhere. Then we have

ẏ(t) =
∑

i∈A(t)

(
ẋi(t)

)
−
∑

i∈B(t)

(
ẋi(t)

)
=
(
CA(t) + a(t)u(t)−

∑
i∈SA(t)

ṗi(t)
)

−
(
CB(t) + b(t)u(t)−

∑
i∈SB(t)

ṗi(t)
)

= CA(t)− CB(t) +
(
a(t)− b(t)

)
u(t)

−
∑

i∈SA(t)

(
ṗi(t)

)
+

∑
i∈SB(t)

(
ṗi(t)

)
.

(23)

Observe that, for u(t) ≥ 0, we have

ẏ(t) + u̇(t) = CA(t)− CB(t) +
(
a(t)− b(t)− n

)
u(t)

+ 2
∑

i∈SB(t)

ṗi(t) (24)

≤ −u(t) = −|u(t)| ≤ 0,

where we have used a(t) ≤ n−1 if u(t) ≥ 0 (i.e., if u(t) ≥ 0,
at least one load i must be at or below it critical gradient set,
X∗i , by definition of u(t)). Similarly, for u(t) ≤ 0, we have

ẏ(t)− u̇(t) = CA(t)− CB(t) +
(
a(t)− b(t) + n

)
u(t)

− 2
∑

i∈SA(t)

ṗi(t) (25)

≤ u(t) = −|u(t)| ≤ 0.

Consider the function

z : Rn → R≥0 : z(x) = y(x) + |ḡ − 1Tx| (26)
⇒ z(t) = y(t) + |u(t)|.

Just as y(t) is absolutely continuous and differentiable almost
everywhere, so is |u(t)|, and therefore, z(t). Then, we may
combine (24) and (25) to obtain

ż(t) ≤ −|u(t)| ≤ 0. (27)

Hence, z(t) is non-increasing almost everywhere.
Now, suppose u(t) does not converge to 0. For some t1 <

t2, let |u(t)| > µ for t1 < t < t2 and some µ > 0. From (27)
and the first fundamental theorem of calculus, it then follows
that

z(t2)− z(t1) ≤ −
t2∫

t1

µ dt.

Because u(t) is continuous and u(t) 9 0, there exists a
sequence, t1, t2, . . . , with tk → ∞ as k → ∞ such that
|u(t)| > µ for all t1 < t < t2, t3 < t < t4, . . .. During
all other intervals (e.g., [t2, t3]), z(t) does not increase since
ż(t) ≤ 0 for all t. This implies z(t) decreases without bound,
which is impossible since the boundedness of the domain, Ω,
implies z(t) must be bounded. Therefore, u(t)→ 0. �

Proof of Lemma 2: Global asymptotic stability of an invariant
set requires stability and global attractiveness (see Definition
8.1 in section 8.4 in [8]). Theorem 1 establishes global
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attractiveness of X∗, so only stability remains to be proven.
For stability, it is sufficient to show that each neighborhood
of X∗ is positively invariant [8]. In the proof of Lemma 1,
it was shown that z(t) is non-increasing (27), where z(t) is
defined in (26). Let Zm , {x ∈ Ω|z < m}. It follows from
the definition that any neighborhood of X∗ takes the form of
Zm for some m [8]. Since z(t) is non-increasing, it follows
that Zm is a positively invariant neighborhood of X∗ for each
m ≥ 0. Therefore, X∗ is stable. This concludes the proof. �

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation setup

Figure 3 shows the system architecture used for design and
simulation. The generator dynamics block shown in Figure 3
also includes local controls that are usually present in gen-
erators. The loss of generation is modeled as an exogenous
disturbance, ḡ, in the figure. The estimator in the figure is the
one described in Section III-A to estimate the consumption-
generation mismatch from local, noisy frequency measure-
ments. The process disturbance, ζ, and measurement noise,
ξi, at each load are modeled as wide-sense stationary white
noise.

For ease of comparison between the DGP algorithm and the
dual algorithm, we use the same generator dynamics, noise
statistics, and communication graph as in [27], and the reader
is referred to that work for more detailed information about
the simulation model or implementation of the state estimator.

Even without the use of intelligent loads, the local generator
control will change the generator set point in response to
frequency deviation to match consumption, which will restore
the frequency to its nominal value on its own. Intelligent loads
are supposed to help the generator in reacting to frequency
deviations faster so that large excursions of system frequency
are avoided.

Load 1

Load n

g

+
+

+

- Generator

dynamics

Load 2
+

+

~

x

x2

x1

+

+

2

+

+

1

+

+

u +

+

ζ

Σxi

Δω

Δω

Δω

1

2

n

~

~

~

Δω

n

i

n

Fig. 3. System architecture for simulations. Inter-load communication is not
shown.

For each load i, we choose Ωi = [−x̄i, x̄i], where x̄i is
chosen from a uniform distribution and then normalized so
that

∑n
i=1 x̄i = 60 MW (as in [27]).

We test the performance of the DGP algorithm with two
distinct disutility functions. The first is a convex but not strictly

convex function:

fi(xi) =


0, |xi| < ai

qi(xi − ai)2, xi ≥ ai
qi(xi + ai)

2, xi ≤ −ai
(28)

where ai = 0.1x̄i. The consumer does not experience any
disutility as long as the load variation is within ±ai. The
second disutility function is strictly convex:

fi(xi) = qi(xi)
2. (29)

For both disutility functions, we pick qi to be an arbitrary
positive number such that 1/qi is chosen from a uniform
distribution on the interval of [0.1, 0.3]. This is chosen
for comparison with [27], which makes a similar choice for
disutility functions.

The initial conditions are g[0] = 200 MW and u[0] = 0.
Two generation contingencies are modeled as step changes:

g[k] =

 200 MW, 0 s ≤ kT < 20 s
190 MW, 20 s ≤ kT < 50 s
170 MW, 50 s ≤ kT,

where T = 0.1 seconds is the discretization interval.
Simulations are conducted with the communication network

in [27], where load i communicates with loads from max{1,
i− n0} to min{n, i+ n0}, where n0 ≤ n. We use n = 1000
and n0 = 1. The network is shown in Figure 4.

i+1i i+n0i-1i-n0

Fig. 4. The communication graph. To avoid clutter, not all edges are shown.

Additionally, we use c = 5 and γ[k] = γ[0]/(k0.8) for
k > 0, with γ[0] = 1.5q/n, where q , mini qi.

With all of these parameter choices, Assumptions 1, 2, and 3
are satisfied. Note that Assumption 3(3) is satisfied from the
discussion in Section III-A.

B. Results with non-strictly convex disutility

Figure 5 shows simulation results for the DGP algorithm
with consumer disutility function (28). The dual algorithm
(DA) from [27] is not applicable because the inverse of ∇f(x)
must exist in Ω to implement DA, which is not the case when
|xi| ≤ ai.

The system frequency without smart loads (i.e., with
generator-only control) is shown in red as well. Using DGP,
the loads are able to assist the generator in avoiding large
frequency deviations from the nominal when each contingency
occurs.

C. Comparison with dual algorithm: results with strictly con-
vex disutility

Figure 6 shows results of DGP and DA with quadratic
disutilities (29). DGP results in a significantly smaller fre-
quency drop compared to both generator-only control and
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Fig. 5. Performance of the DGP algorithm with consumer disutility that is
not strictly convex. Step changes in generation occur at 20 and 50 seconds.

DA. Although DA returns the frequency to the nominal value
faster than generator-only control, it does not reduce the initial
frequency drop as much as DGP.

However, the consumer disutility is significantly lower for
DA than for DGP. This is because DA is responding more
slowly than DGP, so the equality constraint is not being
satisfied—resulting in a lower cost. The slower response of
DA is due to the inversion of the derivative of each load’s
disutility function. Because the derivative of each disutility
function is rather steep, the inverse is quite flat, so large
changes in its argument still result in small changes in its
value—leading to small changes in consumption. Conversely,
DGP aggressively meets the equality constraint because of the
generation-matching step. This results in a lower frequency
deviation but more disutility.

Effect of network size and structure: Although not
reported here, simulations with varying number of loads
(n = 10, 100) and varying amount of communication (n0 =
10, 100, 1000) showed similar trends as in the n = 1000,
n0 = 1 case. It was observed in [27] that DA showed similar
behavior. The reason for this insensitivity to network size and
structure is likely the use of local frequency measurements
which provides global information, effectively creating a vir-
tual communication link between a fictitious central node and
all nodes of the network.
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Fig. 6. Performance of the DGP and dual algorithms with quadratic consumer
disutility with projection. Step changes in generation occur at 20 and 50
seconds.

VI. CONCLUSION

The DGP algorithm solves a constrained optimization prob-
lem in a distributed manner to aid a power grid in maintaining
system frequency near its nominal value while minimizing
consumers’ disutility. The main advantage of the DGP algo-
rithm over the dual algorithm of [27] is that it is applicable
to disutility functions that are convex but not necessarily
strictly convex, while the dual algorithm can be used only
for strictly convex functions. Disutility functions that are not
strictly convex model more realistic consumer behavior that
is insensitive to small changes in consumption. Simulations
also show that the DGP algorithm performed either better than
or similarly to the dual algorithm from [27] in maintaining
frequency.

The convergence of the DGP algorithm required that the
optimal points lie in the strict interior of the domain. When
capacity of the loads is small, the optimal solution is likely
to lie on the boundary. An open problem is the design of a
distributed primal algorithm, if such an algorithm exists, that
is guaranteed to converge to an optimal solution lying on the
boundary.

The analysis in this paper assumed a time-invariant com-
munication graph. In contrast, the dual algorithm in [27] was
proved to converge even with a time-varying communication
graph. Convergence analysis of the DGP algorithm for the
time-varying case is left for future work.

One issue that was ignored in our analysis—as well as that
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in [27]—is the effect of feedback interconnection between
the generator control system and the load control algorithm:
simulations reported here and in [27] are conducted with
both the control systems in place, and simulation results do
not show instability. However, analysis to rule out possible
instabilities is lacking. A related issue is actuator dynamics.
It is assumed that loads can react as fast as asked by the
load control algorithm. The phase lag due to loads’ inertia
can reduce performance or even cause instability. These are
interesting topics worthy of future investigation.
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